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Learner Resource 15 Grammar of speech

Make sure you have read the source material from Geoffrey Leech’s article about the Grammar of Speech, and that you 
understand the three key concepts of:

•	 HDF (High Differential Frequency) – much more common in conversation

•	 VRS (Virtually Restricted to Speech) – only occurring in speech, or in written representations of speech such as 
dialogue

•	 LDF (Low Differential Frequency) – much less frequent in conversation.

Taken from this document are the seven key features of grammar in conversation according to Leech.

1. Conversation takes place in a shared context 

HDF:  Personal pronouns (nouns LDF) 

HDF:  Substitute forms (e.g. one as a substitute pronoun, do it/that as a pro-verb phrase) 

HDF:  Front ellipsis (e.g. Doesn’t matter; Feeling okay?) 

HDF:  Ellipsis across independent syntactic units, such as independent clauses, e.g. 
A: ... there’s this effort to, to ban Tarzan from the school somewhere 
B: Why?  
A: Because he and Jane aren’t married. 

HDF:  Inserts (grammatical isolates) (e.g. Yes, Okay, sorry, alright, mm, huh) 

HDF:  Non-clausal material e.g.  
A: Oh just as easy to um  
B: What go by car?  
A: Go by car.  
B: Oh  
A: It takes about... well  
B: About two ticks, ya. Alright. 

2. Conversation avoids elaboration or specification of meaning 

Low lexical density (i.e. number of content words ÷ total number of words) 

Very low mean phrase length (about a third of that of academic writing), especially of noun phrases 

HDF: Independent (elliptical) genitive; (dependent genitive LDF) 

VRS: General hedges (imprecision adverbials) kind of, sort of, like, etc: That was sort of a special deal; Kind of a touchy 
subject
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3. Conversation is interactive 

Very HDF:  First and second person pronouns 

HDF:  Peripheral adverbials (stance adverbials, discoursal adverbials) I guess, anyway 

HDF:  Vocatives 

HDF:  Questions and imperatives (especially tag questions, non-clausal questions) Really? What for? Not your thing? 

VRS:  Attention signals, response forms, greetings, back-channels, response elicitors, discourse markers hey, yeah, hi, 
bye, uh huh, huh? well, I mean 

HDF:  Negation, adversative but 

4. Conversation is expressive of personal politeness, emotion and attitude 

VRS:  Polite formulae and indirect requests Thank you, sorry, please, would you..., could you..., can I..., let’s... 

VRS:  Familiarising vocatives honey, mum, guys, dude, mate, Rose, Rosy 

VRS:  Interjections oh, ah, ooh, (wh)oops, wow, ha, yippee 

VRS:  Expletives God, Jesus Christ, my gosh, bloody hell, geez 

HDF:  Other exclamations what a rip off, you silly cow, the bastard, good boy, the bloody key! 

 Common adjectives in conversation are mostly evaluative (e.g. good, lovely, nice); these characteristically occur in 
intensifying coordination good and..., nice and ..., etc. 

5. Conversation takes place in real time 

VRS:  Normal disfluency (hesitation pauses, hesitation fillers, repeats, retrace-and-repair sequences, incompletion, 
anacoluthon) 

HDF:  Morphological reduction (contractions, clitics, aphesis etc) don’t, she’s, cos 

VRS:  Syntactic reduction (omission of auxiliary) you better..., what you doing? we gonna... 

 Full noun phrases are especially infrequent in initial and medial positions in the clause. 

HDF:  Prefaces (including ‘front dislocation’). The following is a double dislocation: 

 Oh Nathan in the bathroom, is that where he is? 

HDF:  Phrasal and clausal tags (including ‘end dislocation’):

 Cos they get money off the government don’t they, farmers? 

 I just give it all away didn’t I Rudy my knitting? 
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6. Conversation has a restricted and repetitive repertoire 

Conversation has more prefabricated locutions or ‘lexical bundles’ than academic writing, e.g. Can I have a..., Do you know 
what.... These tend to be clause-initial, whereas in academic writing they tend to be built around noun phrases and 
prepositional phrases. 

Conversation has the lowest type-token ratio.

Conversation tends to utilise a few ‘favourite’ items, rather than a wide range: e.g. subordinators: if, because/cos, when. 

Modal auxiliaries: can, will, would, could. 

Adverbs: there, just, so, then, anyway, though, now.

7. Conversation employs a vernacular range of expression 

VRS:  Morphological: e.g. throwed, ain’t, innit? yous, y’all. 

VRS:  Morphosyntactic: e.g.: My legs was hurting; Well she don’t know much about him, do she?; Well us lot must walk about 
half a mile a day you know; I bet they’re wearing them boots.

VRS:  Syntactic: e.g.: She ain’t never given me no problems; It’s harder than what you think it is this.

Now try applying these seven key frameworks to the following conversations:

The transcript of the Jonathan Ross interview with David Beckham (Learner Resource 10).

The transcript of the sequence from the Jeremy Kyle show (Learner Resource 8).

The transcript of the sequence from Never Mind the Buzzcocks (Learner Resource 9).

The transcript of the Open University radio programme (Text D in Learner Resource 14).

A plenary comparison of these four interactions in terms of Leech’s ideas should lead to some interesting discussion of 
genre and relative levels of formality.
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